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A diffractive optical element in the shape of a zone plate is considered for directing
light from part of an image to selected cells in a photodetector array for a vision
application. A single cell diffractive optical element is investigated analytically
and numerically both on axis and off-axis using a computer algebra program. The
results are compared with a lens for efficiency. A Gerchberg Saxton algorithm was
implemented· in C++ and used to demonstrate the computation of phase for a




Nowadays, the examination of a scene on a screen is going faster and faster for
defense purpose. Although some vision systems use electronic devices to read the
whole image, the diffractive optical element allows faster reading and processing
video data than conventional c~meras because only a fraction of the image is needed.
The DOE consists essentially of a microstructure with local variation of grating
period and profile and it is constructed by using zone plates. Consequently, one can
obtain a focus of the light off-axis. All the equations required are derived for the
zone plates and are used to find the output intensity.
One cell for a diffractive optical element is investigated numerically and analyt-
ically in chapter 2 for the on-axis and off-axis cases. A lens is analyzed in chapter
3. The efficiency of the diffractive optical element and the lens are computed and
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compared in chapter 4. In Chapter 5 a Gerchberg Saxton algorithm is described




One cell analysis for the diffractive
optical element
2.1 General equations
To find the intensity of the field at the output plane, we have to use Fresnel diffrac-
tion. It can be written as,[6],[1],








The transfer function for the zone plate is
(2.4)
where
U(x) 1 if x>=O
oif x < 0
So, if we insert equation (2.4) into (2.2) in place of f(p) and change variables
using w = ~, the result appears in equation (2.5).
ka2
g(po, zo) = - je;k,o Ie;wU [cos ( w;o)] J+oC:~) }w (2.5)
For n rings, equation (2.5) rmcomes
5
2.2 Equation and shape for on axis zone plate out-
put intensity.
2.2.1 Numerically
If we take the series approximation of the Bessel function around the origin, we
have:
where
where A is the wavelength, f the focal distance.
(2.8)
Substituting (2.7) into (2.6) and using the numbers below, in two dimensions
the shape is shown in figure 2.1
In three dimensions, it is shown in figure 2.2.
The parameters used were:
The number of ring equals 13 (n=13)
The DOE diameter equals 3.6e-3 m (a=b= 3.6e-3 m)
the wavelength equals 10-6 m(A =10-6 m)
the focal length equals 1 meter (fc = 1 m).
6
Figure 2.1: The diffractive optical element intensity
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I..
Figure 2.2: The DOE intensity in 3D
Graphically, the intensity at x )'=0 is approximatively 170 times the input in-
tensity.
2.2.2 Analytically
The intensity for the DOE at the origin can be written (appendix B)
( 2)2I DOE = ~f . (2.9)
With the parameters above, equation (2.6) is 169 times the input intensity which
agrees with the numerica 1computation in section 2.2.1.
8
Figure 2.3: discontinuous plot
2.3 Shape for off axis zone plate.
This is not very easy to plot the shape using equation (2.6). For this purpose, we
have to use a C++ program in order to compute the Bessel function for all points
wanted and then plot the result. The program appears in appendix C. The result
is shown figure 2.3.
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Chapter 3
Analysis for the lens
3.1 At the origin
For the lens, [7], the field across the focal plane (zo = f) can be written as (see
appendix A)
. J (~)
g(po, zo) = _jbejkro 1 f
Po
(3.1)
where J1 is the first order Bessel function, f is the focal length, k=2;, and b is
the radius of the plane. ro is defined in equation (2.3).
At the origin (see appendix D), the intensity is
The shape is shown in figure 3.1.
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(3.2)
Figure 3.1: The lens intensity
The intensity at the origin is 7l"2 times larger than the DOE which agrees with





In most DOEs, only the first diffraction order contains the desired light distribution.
All others are unwanted. Thus the ratio between the useful and the incoming light
intensity is called the efficiency. It can be written[2] ,
JJI(x, y)dxdy
E = q 2JJ IW(u, v)1 dudv
f
where I(x,y) is the intensity distribution in the focal plane and W(u,v) represents
the laser beam complex amplitude. "q" is the focal domain and f is the aperture.
For our example, the aperture is a 0.16*0.16 meter square and the focal plane is a
0.0002*0.0002 meter square.






4.1 The diffractive optical element
Using the relation above, we find with the first seven terms of equation (2.6):
EDGE = 4.76%
We can increase the efficiency by increasing n in equation (2.6), decrease the
DOE aperture, Increase the focal plane,[3].
4.2 The lens
For the same values
ELens = 46.2%
This example shows the ratio between the DOE efficiency and the lens equals
The computation is in appendix E.
Figure 4.1 shows the two shapes together.
13




A c++ computer program was written to implement the Gerchberg Saxton algo-
rithm and is listed in appendix F.
A block diagram for the Gerchbmrg-Saxton algorithm is shown in figure 5.1.
The algorithm is supposed to find the best phase distribution at the input C for
constant magnitude given the desired magnitude at output B..
The program shown in appendix F allows us to start with a n x n complex matrix
and it performs loops until the RMS error at point A doesn't change. I entered the
following 8x8 matrix at point B in figure 5.1. The shape of the magnitude of the
matrix appears in figure 5.4.
15
( JJ- Fourier transform AC
set magnitude to setmagnitude to the
111 11 desired one
inverse fourier transform ( 8I.
Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the Gerchberg Saxton algorithm
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(0, 0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0, 0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)
(0, 0) (0,0) (0, 0) (0,0) (0, 0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)
(0,0) (0,0) (0, 0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0, 0)
(0,0) (0, 0) (0, 0) (1, 0.01) (1, 0.01) (0,0) (0, 0) (0, 0)
(0,0) (0,0) (0, 0) (1, 0.01) (1,0.01) ·(0, 0) (0,0) (0,0)
(0,0) (0,0) (0, 0) (0, 0) (0,0) (0, 0) (0,0) (0, 0)
(0,0) (0,0) (0, 0) (0,0) (0, 0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0, 0) (0,0) (0,0) (0, 0)
The RMS values at point A is shown in figure 5.2.
After 18 loops,. we see at point A the Shape in figure 5.3. It looks like the shape
at point B with some scaling.
As the matrix at point B is not symmetric, the phase has not a si~x shape. The
matrix symmetry appears to be along the fifth column because the matrix wraps
around due to the fourier transform. With a non symmetry, the fourier tranform of
this matrix is multiplied by an exponential (cos+j sin) and since the result of the
multiplication is the same for cos and sin, there is a 45 degree symmetry. We can
see that in figures 5.5 to 5.12 but it is easier if we look at the output phase matrix
at point C.
17
-0.02 -2.70 0.91 -1.67 2.36 1.25 -1.04 2.63
-2.70 0.74 -2.10 1.26 -2.10 0 3.05 0.14
0.91 -2.10 1.13 -1.98 1.05 -2.25 0.79 -2.32
-1.67 1.26 -1.98 1.19 -1.83 1.44 -1.59 1.57
c=
2.36 -2.10 1.05 -1.83 1.61 -1.21 2.23 -0.66
1.25 0 -2.25 1.44 -1.21 2.40 -0.24 -2.81
-1.04 3.05 0.79 -1.59 2.23 -0.24 -2.69 1.21
2.63 0.14 -2.32 1.57 -0.66 -2.81 1.21 -1.17
and CT =C.
18
Figure 5.2: The RMS
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Figure 5.4: The amplitude for a 8x8 matrix at point B.
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Figure 5.6: phase for the 2nd row
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Figure 5.8: phase for the 4th row
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Figure 5.10: phase for the 6th row
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Analytic and numerical investigation of a lens and of a diffractive optical element
in the shape of a zone plate showed that both will focus light to a small region in a
similar manner. A computer algebra program was used in the analysis. A study of
efficiency shows that the zone plate is less efficient but allows off axis control more
readily than with a lens. For example, with a lens used for off axis focussing the
spot in the output is elongated in one direction. Crosstalk between cells can be
reduced for a diffractive element relative to an array of lenses because the regions
between the lenses are properly accounted for. One method of designing diffractive
elements with multiple zone plates is by means of the Gerchberg Saxton algorithm.
A Gerchberg Saxton algorithm was implemented in C++ for computing phase for
a .diffractive element to generate a specific intensity output. The algorithm is used
26
to demonstrate the computation of ph,ase for a given output intensity.
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Appendix A: Proof of expression
equation 2.1
At first, the Fresnel Diffraction can be written as
g(xo, Yo, zo) = -;'0e;'" j j f(x, y) exp [j 2~0 [(x - xo)' + (y - YO)']] dxdy (1)
x y
In circular, we have p = Vx2 + y2 so much so that the equation above gives:
. a
J27f 0 J & kppog(po, Zo) - __eJkro pf(p)e 2zo Jo(-)dp
AZo Zo
°
where r = Z + (xij+Y5)
° 0 2zo
For the lens we use
Ok 2
f(p) = e-V
to cancel the exponent on equation (A.I) and we assume that zo = f.





'/ k I Ilet p =::.f!J!sJ. then p = 1f!... and dp = Ldpf kpo kpo
/ f kapP goes rom 0 to T
then (A.3) becomes
or
a ( )2f I I IJ k' p Jo(p )dp
o Po
which equals
Then (A.I) looks like:





Appendix B: Proof of equation 1.9










Using appendix A equation A.6 and substituting for n, the intensity at the focal
point on axis is given by
(B.5)
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Appendix C: C++ program for
equation 1.6

















ansI =1.0+y* (-0. 1098628627e-2+y* (0.2734510407e-4+
y*(-0.207337063ge-5 +Y*0.2093887211e-6)));
ans2=-O. 156449995e-l+y* (0. 1430488765e-3+




















«"the result is: "«h«endl;
s=h*h, cout,«"the square is : "«s«endl;
}
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Appendix D: Equations for
intensity of focus for a lens
We now know from appendix A that the equation for t.he lens is given by:
(D.l)
If one takes the series approximation for J1(bk?) around 0 and divides by Po,
one finds, taking c = bk;a,
So y(O) = ~7 where k = 2;.
So the intensity is
(
b2)22 2 7T'




Appendix E: Computer algebra
program for computing efficiency
for a diffractive optical element.
For the DOE, the efficiency is below.





















For the lens here is the efficiency:
y=series(BesselJ (1, (k*b/f)*c)-,c);
y(c) =(1/2*k*b/f)+(-1/16*k~3*b~3/(C3) )*c~2+(1/384*k~5*b A5/(C5) )*cA4;
f(c) :=(1/2*k*b/f-l/16'*kA3*bA3*cA2/(C3)+1/384*kA5*bA5*c~4/ (f~5)) A2;
c:=sqrt(xA2+yA2);
f(c) :=(1/2*k*b/f-l/16*kA3*bA3*c~2/ (C3)+1/384*kA5*b ~5*cA4/(C 5)) A2;
b:=0.007; lambda:=0.0000000384; f:=100;
k:=2*Pi/lambda;
1: =int(int(bA2* (1/2*k*b/f-l/16*k~3*bA3*(xA2+y~2) /(C 3)
37








Appendix F: C++ program for

























#include <fstream.h> / / file I/O
#include <stdlib.h> / / included for the exit(l) commands
# include <math.h> / / included for the FFT procedure
# include <complex.h>
#include "wire.hpp"
/ / define any constants
/ / #define test
#define Pi 22/7 / / define Pi I think that I am going to use it later
/ / #define height 4 / / this is the # of elements in the width of the image
40
/ /#define·width 4 / / this is the # of elements in the height of the image
/ / # define elements height*width / / the 2 is because we have mag and phase
#define SWAP(a,b) tempr=(a);(a)=(b);(b)=tempr / / needed for the FFT pro-
cedure
void writedata(ofstream &outFile, float data[]'int pdim){
int i;
/ / Place a Header on the output file here
/ / outFile<<" This is the output file from It contains"
/ / < <" \nall of the data that was listed in the file hw10.dat with"












/ / Tell the user of this program what its purpose and the method it uses
/ / to satisfy its purpose.
void hello(void){
/ / info:
cout«"This program's purpose is to develop the required filter"
<<" \nnessasary to image a picture to a screen where different"
<<" \nresolutions are directed toward different matrix lines in"
<<" \nthe picture. Image data is taken from the file 'image.dat'"
<<" \nmanipulated and the resulting filter properties are written"
<<" \nto the file 'image.out'"
<<" \n\n NOTE: for information on the required format of the data"
«"\n located in the 'image.dat' file read the Readme.txt "
<<" \n File."
<<" \n\n(Press any key to continue)";







/ / this function is called when a file was unable to be opened or closed
/ / and it just basically tells the user that their was a I/O problem.
/ / It takes a string as an argument that allows the program to add extra
/ / description as to what the error is/was.
void error(char info[40] ){
cout«"\n\nFatal Error: Unable to "«info«" .\n"
<<" Check to make sure the drive is not full. \n"
<<" Press Return to terminate this program";
cin.get(); / / hold the screen before the program ends






/ / Open up all files.
/ / if a file fails to open call error which will tell the user the
/ / problem and terminate the program.
void openfiles(ifstream &inputfile, ofstream &outputfile){
inputfile.open("image.dat"); / / try to open hw8.da~
43
if(inputfileJail0){ // see if it opened or failed
error(" open the file image.dat"); /1 if it failed tell the user and kill
}
outputfile.open(" image.out"); / / try to open hw8.out
if(outputfile Jail0){ // see if it opened or failed







void getinfo(int &loops, double &tolerance, double &z){
char choice = 'a';
while((choice != 'n') && (choice!= 'y') && (choice!= 'N') && (choice != 'Y')){
cout<<" \nWould your like to enter your own parameters or use default ones"
< <" \n(enter a 'y' or 'n') := ";
cin> >choice;
}
if( (choice == 'y') II (choice == 'Y')){
44
cout< <" \n\nEnter new value for the maxumum number of"
«"\nloops (Default is 100) :=";
cin> >loops; .
cout<<" \nEnter the nuber for value for the tolerance"
< <" \n(Default is .01) := ";
cin> >tolerance;
cout<<" \nEnter the distance between the input plane and the"








/ / if either of the two close's below fails then call file fail which
/ / will tell the user the problem and then terminate the program.
void closefiles(ifstream &inputfile, ofstream &outputfile){
outputfile.closeO; / / try to close the output file "HW10.out"
if(outputfile.failO){ / / check to see if the close was successful
45
error(" clo~e the file image.out"); / / if it failed tell the user and kill
}
inputfile.closeO; / / try to close the inputfile "HWIO.dat"
if(inputfile.failO){ II check to see if the close was successful











































































































float p=abs(h[i] [j])*real(g[i] [j]) /abs(g[i] [j]);







































j j cout<<" \nla valeur de rest \n" < <r;





p=p+( (abs(Ad[i] [j])-abs(A[i] [j]) )*(abs(Ad[i] [j])-abs(A[i] [j])));
f=f+(abs(Ad[i] [j])*(abs(Ad[i] Un));
}
r=sqrt (p j dim);
u=sqrt(fjdim);
cout<<" \nla valeur de u est \n" < <u;








void adjust(complex Ad[][b],complex AO[b]'int pdim){
for (int i=l;i<pdim;i++)
for (int j=l;j<pdim;j++)






















void fresprop(complex fldfresO [mdim] ,int ndim, int mdim,
double delz, double delfx, double deify)
{
/ / computes transfer function matrix for Fresnel propagation
int n,m,nr ,mr,ndimh=ndim/2,mdimh=mdim/2;
/ /ndimhl=ndimh+l,mdimhl=mdimh+l;
double phfac = PI*lambda*delz;
complex exph;






j j cout< <" \n phfac= \n" < <phfac;
j j cin.getO;
complex phase(O.O,-phfac*(pow(n*distxjndim,2)+ pow(m*distyjmdim,2)));
j j cout<<" \n phase= \n" < <phase;
j jcin.getO;
complex sl(cos(-phfac* (pow(n*distxjndim,2)+ pow(m*distyjmdim,2)))
,sin(-phfac*(pow(n*distxjndim,2)+ pow(m*distyjmdim,2))));
j j cout«"\n -phfac*(pow(n*distxjndim,2)+ pow(m*distyjmdim,2)) \n"
«-phfac*(pow(n*distxjndim,2)+ pow(m*distyjmdim,2));
j j cout«"\n cos(-phfac*(pow(n*distxjndim,2)+ pow(m*distyjmdim,2))) \n"
«cos(-phfac*(pow(n*distxjndim,2)+ pow(m*distyjmdim,2)));
j j cin.getO;
fidfres[n] [m] =sl ;
j j cout<<" \n s \n" < <sl;
j j cin.getO;























fldfres[O] [mr] =s6 ;
}







































fldfres[nr] [mdimh] = s12;
}
/ /points left over ndimh,mdimh; 0,0; O,mdimh; ndimh,O;







































void writetest(complex fldO [mdim], int ndim,int mdim,int numb)
/ /writes out complex array at terminal
{














void writetest1(complex fldD[b], int pdim)
/ /writes out complex array at terminal
{













void writebeam(complex fld[][mdim],int ndim, int mdim)

















/**************************[ FFT procedure ]******************/
/*****************************************************************/



















if (i2 < i2rev) {








ibit=ip2 > > 1;






i2rev += ibit; ,
}
ifpl=ipl;
while (ifpl < ip2) {








































cout«"\n ndim = "«ndim«" mdim = "«mdim«
"\n distx = "<<distx<<" disty = "<<disty< <" distz = "<<distz< <
"\n PI = "«PI« " sigma = "«sigma«" wavelength ="
< <lambda< <" layers = "<<layers< <
"\n delx = "<<delx<<" dely = "<<dely<<" delz = "<<delz<<
"\n delfx = " < <delfx<<" deIfy = "«delfy«"\n";
complex (*fldfres)[mdim] = new complex[ndim][mdim];
if (fldfres == NULL) {





writebeam(fldfres,ndim,mdim); / /write to file gaussbeam.dat
int w,q,loops = 1;
unsigned long v[2];
double tolerance = 0.01;
double z = .10;
float c[sa] ,T[re] ,E[re];
68
complex (*D)[b] = new complex[b][b];
complex (*Y)[b] = new complex[b][b];
complex (*A)[b] = new complex[b][b];
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